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A “necessary and brilliant” (NPR) exploration of our
cultural fascination with true crime told through four
“enthralling” (The New York Times Book Review)
narratives of obsession. In Savage Appetites, Rachel
Monroe links four criminal roles—Detective, Victim,
Defender, and Killer—to four true stories about women
driven by obsession. From a frustrated and brilliant
heiress crafting crime-scene dollhouses to a young
woman who became part of a Manson victim’s family,
from a landscape architect in love with a convicted
murderer to a Columbine fangirl who planned her own
mass shooting, these women are alternately
mesmerizing, horrifying, and sympathetic. A revealing
study of women’s complicated relationship with true
crime and the fear and desire it can inspire, together
these stories provide a window into why many women
are drawn to crime narratives—even as they also recoil
from them. Monroe uses these four cases to trace the
history of American crime through the growth of forensic
science, the evolving role of victims, the Satanic Panic,
the rise of online detectives, and the long shadow of the
Columbine shooting. Combining personal narrative,
reportage, and a sociological examination of violence
and media in the 20th and 21st centuries, Savage
Appetites is a “corrective to the genre it interrogates”
(The New Statesman), scrupulously exploring empathy,
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justice, and the persistent appeal of crime.
As seen on ID, these two true-crime thrillers follow a
neighbors' quarrel that turns violent and cyber-bullying
that explodes in a double murder. Murder Thy Neighbor:
Ann Hoover is a nice woman but she's come to hate her
neighbor. Roy Kirk moved in next door with plans to
renovate. But as the weeks go by, his DIY construction
turns to shambles. When Ann takes him to court, Kirk's
retaliation will be shockingly gruesome (with Andrew
Bourelle). Murder IRL: Jenelle Potter has always been
better at connecting with people through social media.
With overprotective parents, she hasn't had very many
options to meet people, until she links up with Billy. But
her feelings for Billy are unreciprocated, causing Jenelle
to start a virtual war—a war that enters the real world
(with Max DiLallo).
Night falls and the rivers of blood flow forth once more.
For what are murderers if not creatures of the dark?
Hiding in plain sight as the average neighbor, co-worker
or even employer, just waiting for the moment to unleash
their murderous urges. Whether they are sadistic in their
methods or not does not change the common trait that
they all share: the presence of evil. These crimes shock
us to the core, leading us to wonder just what is going on
in their minds that leads them to take lives without any
feeling of remorse...yet deep down we're actually
intrigued by their crimes. Fascinated, even. In truth,
these killers bring forth a dark curiosity that keeps us
reading chapter after chapter, book after book, and once
we're done we begin to reflect on how interesting the
psychology behind these characters can be. It is
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precisely because of this wondrous fascination that we
have compiled a fresh set of three True Crime Stories
books, following the success of our first collection, this
time with the bestselling volumes 4-6. 36 tales of
bloodshed and terror, police investigation and the
background of each and every killer await you, with each
subject varying from serial killer to mass murderer,
ruthless monster to seemingly harmless member of the
community. No two killers are the same and no two
murders are committed for the same reason - this much
you are about to find out. Reader, you are about to
embark on a road of horror, death and cruelty...are you
ready to walk the blood-chilling path into the mind of a
killer?
Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best
nonfiction books of all time From the Modern Library’s
new set of beautifully repackaged hardcover classics by
Truman Capote—also available are Breakfast at Tiffany’s
and Other Voices, Other Rooms (in one volume),
Portraits and Observations, and The Complete Stories
Truman Capote’s masterpiece, In Cold Blood, created a
sensation when it was first published, serially, in The
New Yorker in 1965. The intensively researched,
atmospheric narrative of the lives of the Clutter family of
Holcomb, Kansas, and of the two men, Richard Eugene
Hickock and Perry Edward Smith, who brutally killed
them on the night of November 15, 1959, is the seminal
work of the “new journalism.” Perry Smith is one of the
great dark characters of American literature, full of
contradictory emotions. “I thought he was a very nice
gentleman,” he says of Herb Clutter. “Soft-spoken. I
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thought so right up to the moment I cut his throat.” Told
in chapters that alternate between the Clutter household
and the approach of Smith and Hickock in their black
Chevrolet, then between the investigation of the case
and the killers’ flight, Capote’s account is so detailed
that the reader comes to feel almost like a participant in
the events.
4 books for the price of 2 (save 50%) Four chilling true
crime stories in one collection, from the bestselling
author Ryan Green. Volume two contains some of
Green's most fascinating accounts of violence, abuse,
deception and murder. Within this collection, you'll
receive: Obeying Evil: The Mockingbird Hill Massacre
Through the Eyes of a Killer The shocking true story of
Ronald Gene Simmons and the most disturbing family
killing spree in the United States. During the Christmas
Holidays in 1987, the retired Air Force Master Sergeant
executed 16 people, 14 of which were members of his
family. This included his daughter, whom he had sexually
abused, and the child he had fathered with her. The
Truro Murders: The Sex Killing Spree Through the Eyes
of an AccompliceJames Miller, an aging misfit, meets his
one true love in prison, Christopher Worrell, a young,
charismatic sociopath. Miller stops at nothing to meet the
demands of his sadistic friend, in an attempt to take the
relationship on to another level. Sinclair: The World's
End Murders through the Eyes of a KillerThe naked
bodies of two teenage girls were discovered the morning
after a night out in Edinburgh. No attempt had been
made to conceal their bodies, they were six miles apart,
and both girls had been beaten, gagged, tied, raped and
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strangled. You Think You Know Me: The True Story of
Herb Baumeister and the Horror at Fox Hollow
FarmHerb Baumeister was a husband, father of three,
and successful businessman--but he was hiding a very
dark secret. In June 1996, police uncovered the remains
of eleven bodies within the family estate. Buy all four
books today and save 50%
12 True Crime Stories of Murder & Mayhem Fifth Book of
the True Crime Case Histories Series (2020) Those of
you familiar with my previous books in the True Crime
Case Histories series know that I always start off with a
quick word of warning: real true crime isn't for everyone.
Television shows and newspaper articles often gloss
over the shocking details because it may be too grisly for
the average viewer or reader. When researching these
stories, I commonly use actual police reports, court
documents, and first-hand descriptions. Some of the
details can be disconcerting. I do my best to not leave
out any of the details in my books, no matter how
depraved they may be. My intent is not to shock, but to
show precisely how twisted the mind of a killer can be.
That being said, if you are overly squeamish, this may
not be the book for you. If you're okay with it, then let's
proceed. Volume 5 features: longer stories, more photos,
a bonus chapter, and an online appendix with additional
photos, videos, and documents. Volume Five features
twelve of the most incomprehensible stories of the last
fifty years. A sampling of the stories include: In this book,
you'll read about a young, intelligent man that would
rather kill his entire family with a crossbow than tell his
girlfriend that he had been lying to her. You'll also read of
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the suburban housewife that endured thirty years of an
abusive relationship before smashing her husband's
skull with a hammer. There's the story of the Amish man,
tormented by the threat of Hell, that killed his wife
because he thought she was the devil. There's also the
Roman Catholic priest that ritualistically butchered a nun,
stabbed an upside-down cross into her chest, and
anointed her with her own blood. Three stories in this
volume take place in Washington State, one of which is
of a young girl that ran away from her Seattle home in
the 1970s. For thirty years, her parents believed she was
a victim of Ted Bundy, until the real killer was finally
caught. In another, a sexual sadist fancied himself a
werewolf while he stalked and butchered his prey in
unspeakable ways. The stories in this volume are
shocking and disturbing, but they're also true. These
things really do happen in the world. We may never
understand why killers do what they do, but at least we
can be better informed. Plus many more disturbing
stories. The stories in this volume are revolting and
disconcerting, but they're true. These things really
happen in the world. Though we will never fully
understand the criminal mind, at least we can be better
informed. Scroll up to get your copy True Crime Case
Histories Volume 6 is due out December 2020 and will
feature 12 more short stories of; True Crime, Murder &
Mayhem, Serial Killer Biographies, and True Murder
Case Files.
Real-life is stranger and more frightening than fiction,
and this book serves to cement that principal even
further. In this compilation, there are eleven cases of
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some of the most deplorable, unjust and violent crimes
I've come across. From cannibals to rapists to the
sickest, most twisted criminals you've not yet heard of,
you'll read about them all in this book. I'll tell you the
story of Rurik Jutting, a British banker living in Hong
Kong who held two women hostage, tortured them and
raped them over a number of days. You'll learn about
Issei Sagawa, a Japanese cannibal who killed and ate a
woman - but walks free on the streets today. Then
there's the vile three-week torture of an Australian
woman who, when she was eventually rescued,
paramedics initially thought she was dead. You can also
read about the 'Hello Kitty' murder, which is as bizarre as
it sounds - and as equally haunting. But please be
warned, the cases in this book are highly disturbing and
include graphic and distressing descriptions. Please take
this trigger warning seriously as this book depicts horrific
crimes that involve sexual abuse, domestic abuse, child
abuse and graphic violence throughout. This book is
intended to explore the evil in this world and expose the
heinous behaviour some people are capable of. Please
heed this warning before continuing to read. The book
fits under the following categories: Serial Killers True
Crime Murder and Mayhem True Murder Cases True
Crime Biography
"Ingenious... truly immersive: complex, disturbing,
unexpectedly funny and very smart."—The Guardian THE
#1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER! What happens to
all the girls who go missing? The thrilling story of a
university student's sudden disappearance, the woman
who became obsessed with her case, and the crime
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writer who uncovered the chilling truth about what
happened... In 2011, Zoe Nolan walked out of her
dormitory in Manchester and was never seen or heard
from again. Her case went cold. Her story was sad,
certainly, but hardly sensational, crime writer Joseph
Knox thought. He wouldn't have given her any more
thought were it not for his friend, Evelyn Mitchell. Another
writer struggling to come up with a new idea, Evelyn was
wondering just what happens to all the girls who go
missing. What happens to the Zoe Nolans of the world?
Evelyn began investigating herself, interviewing Zoe's
family and friends, and emailing Joseph with chapters of
the book she was writing with her findings. Uneasy with
the corkscrew twists and turns, Joseph Knox embedded
himself in the case, ultimately discovering a truth more
tragic and shocking than he could have possibly
imagined... Just remember: Everything you read is
fiction. Praise for True Crime Story: "Mr. Knox is a
fantastic writer. His ambitious fourth novel satirises and
celebrates the true-crime genre with glee. True Crime
Story, by turns horrific and hilarious, is scandalously
entertaining." —The Times (UK) "The gifted Joseph Knox
continues his upwards trajectory with True Crime Story
forging something original and innovative." —Financial
Times (UK) "This is one of the most engaging cold-case
novels I have read." —Literary Review (UK)
America’s #1 true-crime writer fulfills a murder victim’s
desperate plea with this shattering New York Times
bestseller. “If anything ever happens to me…find Ann Rule
and ask her to write my story.” In perhaps the first true-crime
book written at the victim's request, Ann Rule untangles a
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web of lies and brutality that culminated in the murder of
Sheila Blackthorne Bellush—a woman Rule never met, but
whose shocking story she now chronicles with compassion,
exacting detail, and unvarnished candor. Although happily
ensconced in a loving second marriage, and a new family of
quadruplets, Sheila never truly escaped the vicious
enslavement of her ex-husband, multi-millionaire Allen
Blackthorne, a handsome charmer— and a violent, controlling
sociopath who subjected Sheila to unthinkable abuse in their
marriage, and terrorized her for a decade after their divorce.
When Sheila was slain in her home, in the presence of her
four toddlers, authorities raced to link the crime to
Blackthorne, the man who vowed to monitor Sheila's every
move in his obsessive quest for power and revenge.
Obsession, Unrequited Love, Jealousy, Revenge, and
Violence Collide in this Page-Turning Anthology Crimes of
passion are both eerie and strangely tantalizing. How can
someone you hold dear become someone you fear? This
riveting anthology explores the question through some of the
most compelling true crime accounts and stories of obsession
and vengeance. Crimes fueled by emotions. Love, passion,
obsession, jealousy, and betrayal. When it comes to the
emotions, people can react in strange and unexpected ways.
Whether it’s a heart hurt by unrequited love, or a lover so
passionate they’ll stop at nothing to get their way—even the
most mild-mannered soul can suddenly flip, becoming a
vengeful spirit with dark intentions. From the ancient Greek
myth of Jason and Medea to Shakespeare’s Othello, themes
dealing with deeply felt emotions have persisted. But unlike
mythology or fiction, The Best New True Crime Stories:
Crimes of Passion, Obsession & Revenge contains stories
from real life. A special selection of stories written exclusively
for this book. The Best New True Crime Stories: Crimes of
Passion, Obsession & Revenge includes stories from around
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the world and from different times. As with all titles in the
popular The Best New True Crime Stories series, this volume
contains original nonfiction accounts penned by writers from
across the literary spectrum. Dive into these twisted true tales
of passion and unrequited love turned violent. Examine why
some have fully embraced their dark side, resorting to crime
to achieve their own special brand of satisfaction and
retribution. If you enjoyed Mitzi's last book in her series, The
Best New True Crime Stories: Well-Mannered Crooks,
Rogues & Criminals, and books like You Love Me, and The
Big Book of Serial Killers Volume 2, then you’ll love The Best
New True Crime Stories: Crimes of Passion, Obsession &
Revenge.
Discover the fascinating true crime stories of JonBenét
Ramsey, the Black Dahlia, the Isabella Stewart Gardner
Museum theft, the Amber Alert case, the Cleveland Torso
Murders, and more—a must-read for murderinos, armchair
detectives, and online sleuths of all kinds! From mystifying
heists to shocking murders, Cold Cases: A True Crime
Collection features case file facts, fascinating details, and
chilling testimonies of the world’s most famous cold cases.
Written for true crime junkies who love to speculate on the
facts and theories surrounding their favorite cases, this book
reads like you’re having a conversation with a friend or
listening to your favorite crime podcast. Each chapter delves
deep into the facts, while also illuminating the many theories
surrounding these mysteriously fascinating cases: - The
Zodiac Killer - The disappearance of Natalee Holloway - The
murder of JonBenét Ramsey - The Isabella Stewart Gardner
Museum heist - The Kingsbury Run murders, aka the
Cleveland Torso murders - The Black Dahlia murder - The
Freeway Phantom murders - D. B. Cooper’s airplane heist The Amber Alert case (the death of Amber Hagerman) - The
Golden State Killer
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Travel around the world and inside the minds of monsters in
this true crime anthology featuring sixteen astonishing serial
killer exposés. Serial killers: Ted Bundy, John Wayne Gacy,
and Jeffrey Dahmer are often the first names that spring to
mind. Many people assume serial killers are primarily an
American phenomenon that came about in the latter part of
the twentieth century—but such assumptions are far from the
truth. Serial killers have been around for a long time and can
be found in every corner of the globe?and they’re not just
limited to the male gender, either. Some of these predators
have been caught and brought to justice whereas others have
never been found, let alone identified. Serial killers can be
anywhere. And scarier still, they can be anyone. Edited by
acclaimed author and anthologist Mitzi Szereto, The Best
New True Crime Stories: Serial Killers reveals all-new
accounts of true-crime serial killers from the contemporary to
the historic. The international list of contributors includes
award-winning crime writers, true-crime podcasters,
journalists, and experts in the dark crimes field such as Martin
Edwards, Lee Mellor, Danuta Kot, Craig Pittman, Richard O.
Jones, Marcie Rendon, Mike Browne, and Vicki Hendricks.
This book will leave you wondering if it’s ever really possible
to know who’s behind the mask you’re allowed to see.
Perfect for readers of true crime books such as I’ll Be Gone
in the Dark, Mindhunter, The Devil in the White City, or Sons
of Cain. “An engrossing and multi-faceted anthology for a
new era of true crime writing.” ?Piper Weiss, author of You
All Grow Up and Leave Me
TRUE CRIMEA schoolgirl comes to the aid of a middle-aged
woman who has lost her puppy and becomes the victim of the
most hated couple in Australian history.
Can't get enough of gruesome True Crime stories and
endless turn of events? Then this book is for you. In the
following pages of this true crime anthology, you will be
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introduced to some of the most tragic crime cases in modern
history. The twelve crimes profiled in this volume will keep
your eyes glued to the pages, although sometimes due to the
shocking nature you will undoubtedly want to turn away. The
primary theme of this volume is youth violence and some of
the factors that have driven kids to kill. Some of the reasons
were as shocking as the crimes themselves, such as the case
of the two thirteen-year-old boys who killed one of the boy's
grandmother so they could buy some marijuana and have a
pizza party. You will also read about teens who killed just for
fun, such as Don Collins, while the motives for other teen
murderers remain a mystery. The tragic case of the murder of
the Doss family highlights that sometimes people, even
teenagers, don't need a reason to kill. Along with the profiles
of teen killers are other chapters that examine cold case
murder mysteries and other cases that can only be described
as strange or bizarre. No matter the content, each of the
twelve chapters are riveting and will keep you wanting to read
more. So come along for a journey into the depraved criminal
mind. The world you are about to enter may frighten and
shock you, but you will also be intrigued as you learn what
makes some of the worst killers tick...
True crime anthology that takes a closer look at some of the
worst of the worst serial killers.
This "superbly written true-crime story" (Michael Lewis, The
New York Times Book Review) masterfully brings together
the tales of a serial killer in 1970s Alabama and of Harper
Lee, the beloved author of To Kill a Mockingbird, who tried to
write his story. Reverend Willie Maxwell was a rural preacher
accused of murdering five of his family members, but with the
help of a savvy lawyer, he escaped justice for years until a
relative assassinated him at the funeral of his last victim.
Despite hundreds of witnesses, Maxwell's murderer was
acquitted--thanks to the same attorney who had previously
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defended the reverend himself. Sitting in the audience during
the vigilante's trial was Harper Lee, who spent a year in town
reporting on the Maxwell case and many more trying to finish
the book she called The Reverend. Cep brings this
remarkable story to life, from the horrifying murders to the
courtroom drama to the racial politics of the Deep South,
while offering a deeply moving portrait of one of our most
revered writers.

There are killers who stalk their prey, learning all
they can about an intended target before striking.
Some commit the act of murder out of hatred or
revenge for someone in their lives. Killers like Detlev
Guenzel searched for like-minded souls who would
allow them to indulge in their deepest darkest
fantasies. Then of course, there are those who
brutally murder for no apparent reason whatsoever.
Each of the four true crime murder cases in this true
crime anthology are all different from each other in
many ways. The wife who was cast aside for a much
younger model; the vore who sought out a willing
participant in the act of consensual homicide and
cannibalism; the young man who butchered his
elderly neighbours; and the man whose partners
either disappeared or turned up dead over the period
of 54 years. For these true crime murder stories we
delve into the background of each killer, the acts
they committed, and the criminal investigation that
brought them down. We look at why they killed, even
when there seems to be no apparent motive. True
murder cases like these are hard to fathom, and will
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leave you wondering about the horrors of humanity.
True crime stories are the most frightening of all, as
you discover what people have the capability of
doing to others. This is a prequel to Jack
Rosewood's best true crime books series, True
Crime Stories.
The world can be a very strange place in general
and when you open the pages of this true crime
anthology you will quickly learn that the criminal
world specifically can be as bizarre as it is
dangerous. In the following book, you will be
captivated by mysterious missing person cases that
defy all logic and a couple cases of murderous
mistaken identity. Follow along as detectives
conduct criminal investigations in order to solve
cases that were once believed to be unsolvable.
Every one of the crime cases chronicled in the pages
of this book are as strange and disturbing as the
next. The twelve true crime stories in this book will
keep you riveted as you turn the pages, but they will
probably also leave you with more questions than
answers. For instance, you will be left pondering how
two brothers from the same family could disappear
with no trace in similar circumstances over ten years
apart. You will also wonder how two women with the
same first and last names, but with no personal
connections, could be murdered within the same
week in the same city. The examination of a number
of true crime murder cases that went cold, but were
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later solved through scientific advances, will also
keep you intrigued and reading. Open the pages of
this book, if you dare, to read some of the most
bizarre cases of disappearances, mistaken identity,
and true murder. Some of the cases will disturb and
anger you, but make no mistake, you will want to
keep reading!
A collection of true crime stories includes the tale of
the man who married for profit and his unfortunate
victims
“[Red Notice] does for investing in Russia and the
former Soviet Union what Liar’s Poker did for our
understanding of Salomon Brothers, Wall Street, and
the mortgage-backed securities business in the
1980s. Browder’s business saga meshes well with
the story of corruption and murder in Vladimir
Putin’s Russia, making Red Notice an early
candidate for any list of the year’s best books”
(Fortune). “Part John Grisham-like thriller, part
business and political memoir.” —The New York
Times This is a story about an accidental activist. Bill
Browder started out his adult life as the Wall Street
maverick whose instincts led him to Russia just after
the breakup of the Soviet Union, where he made his
fortune. Along the way he exposed corruption, and
when he did, he barely escaped with his life. His
Russian lawyer Sergei Magnitsky wasn’t so lucky:
he ended up in jail, where he was tortured to death.
That changed Browder forever. He saw the
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murderous heart of the Putin regime and has spent
the last half decade on a campaign to expose it.
Because of that, he became Putin’s number one
enemy, especially after Browder succeeded in
having a law passed in the United States—The
Magnitsky Act—that punishes a list of Russians
implicated in the lawyer’s murder. Putin famously
retaliated with a law that bans Americans from
adopting Russian orphans. A financial caper, a crime
thriller, and a political crusade, Red Notice is the
story of one man taking on overpowering odds to
change the world, and also the story of how, without
intending to, he found meaning in his life.
THE BASIS FOR THE MAJOR 6-PART HBO®
DOCUMENTARY SERIES #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR:
Washington Post | Maureen Corrigan, NPR | Paste |
Seattle Times | Entertainment Weekly | Esquire |
Slate | Buzzfeed | Jezebel | Philadelphia Inquirer |
Publishers Weekly | Kirkus Reviews | Library Journal
| Bustle Winner of the Goodreads Choice Awards for
Nonfiction | Anthony Award Winner | SCIBA Book
Award Winner | Finalist for the Edgar Award for Best
Fact Crime | Longlisted for the Carnegie Medal for
Excellence The haunting true story of the elusive
serial rapist turned murderer who terrorized
California during the 70s and 80s, and of the gifted
journalist who died tragically while investigating the
case—which was solved in April 2018. The haunting
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true story of the elusive serial rapist turned murderer
who terrorized California during the 70s and 80s,
and of the gifted journalist who died tragically while
investigating the case—which was solved in April
2018. Introduction by Gillian Flynn • Afterword by
Patton Oswalt “A brilliant genre-buster.... Propulsive,
can’t-stop-now reading.” —Stephen King For more
than ten years, a mysterious and violent predator
committed fifty sexual assaults in Northern California
before moving south, where he perpetrated ten
sadistic murders. Then he disappeared, eluding
capture by multiple police forces and some of the
best detectives in the area. Three decades later,
Michelle McNamara, a true crime journalist who
created the popular website TrueCrimeDiary.com,
was determined to find the violent psychopath she
called "the Golden State Killer." Michelle pored over
police reports, interviewed victims, and embedded
herself in the online communities that were as
obsessed with the case as she was. I’ll Be Gone in
the Dark—the masterpiece McNamara was writing at
the time of her sudden death—offers an atmospheric
snapshot of a moment in American history and a
chilling account of a criminal mastermind and the
wreckage he left behind. It is also a portrait of a
woman’s obsession and her unflagging pursuit of
the truth. Utterly original and compelling, it has been
hailed as a modern true crime classic—one which
fulfilled Michelle's dream: helping unmask the
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Golden State Killer.
36 True Crime Stories of Murder & Mayhem Readers
love this series - More than 2,000 five-star reviews
on Amazon and Goodreads. Volumes 4, 5, and 6 of
the True Crime Case Histories Series (2021) A quick
word of warning. The true crime short stories within
this three book collection are unimaginably
gruesome. Most news articles and television true
crime shows skim over the vile details of truly
horrible crimes. In my books I don't gloss over the
facts, regardless of how disgusting they may be. I try
to give my readers a clear and accurate description
on just how demented the killers really were. I do my
best not to leave anything out. The stories included
in these books are not for the squeamish.What you
are about to read are Volumes 4, 5, and 6 of the
True Crimes Case Histories Series. The stories in
this collection will make you realize just how fragile
the human mind can be. A sampling of the 36 stories
include: The Darlington Cannibal: The story of a
young English man that had plans to become the
UK's most notorious serial killer, but couldn't keep
his mouth shut after his first kill and bragged to over
twenty of his friends. The Carnival Cult: A group of
four young men who believed they could do anything
they wanted because their lord Satan protected
them. Satan apparently couldn't protect them from
prison. Dead in the Water: A father of eight children
lured women to his boat, raped them, and threw
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them overboard. Ingenious forensic science was
eventually used to catch the killer. Consumed by
Desire: One story of a young man that couldn't
handle being rejected by his teenage girlfriend was
suggested to me by a reader whose daughter had a
close-call with the killer. The Crossbow Killer: A
young, intelligent man that would rather kill his entire
family with a crossbow than tell his girlfriend that he
had been lying to her. Divine Justice: a young girl
that ran away from her Seattle home in the 1970s.
For thirty years, her parents believed she was a
victim of Ted Bundy, until the real killer was finally
caught. The Broomstick Killer: The Texas Penal
System failed to protect the people of Texas by
releasing a brutal killer of three teenagers. As a
result he killed as many as eleven more women.
Body in the Bag: A young man obsessed with the
macabre listened to the voices in his head when his
teenage girlfriend dumped him. Authorities found her
eight weeks later stuffed inside a duffel bag. The
Copper Gulch Killer: A sixteen-year-old prodigy child
is found with five gunshots from three different guns,
but police are convinced there was only one killer.
Ten years later crime scene evidence is found in an
abandoned storage locker. Zack and Addie: A young
New Orleans couple are featured in the New York
Times when they refused to leave their French
Quarter home during Hurricane Katrina. One year
later they're both dead with body parts found on the
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stove and in the fridge. The Incest Killer: Katie Fusco
learned she she was adopted when she was
eighteen. Within a year she was married to her
biological father and pregnant with his child. When
authorities force them apart, everybody dies. The
Kicevo Monster: The story of the newspaper reporter
that kidnapped, tortured, and butchered women that
resembled his mother, then wrote stories of the
killings in his newspaper articles. Plus 21 more truly
disturbing true crime stories.
Ann Rule presents a collection of fascinating and
disturbing true-crime stories—drawn from her real-life
personal files—in this seventeenth volume in the #1
New York Times bestselling Crime Files series. In
this gripping collection of investigative accounts from
her private archives, “America’s best true-crime
writer” (Kirkus Reviews) exposes the most
frightening aspect of the murderous mind: the
waiting game. Trusted family members or strangers,
these cold-blooded killers select their unsuspecting
prey, wait for the perfect moment to strike, then turn
normality into homicidal mayhem in a matter of
moments. Ann Rule will have you seeing the people
and places around you with heightened caution as
you read these shattering cases, including: • New
mothers murdered, their infants kidnapped, in an
atrocious baby-selling scheme • The man who kept
his criminal past hidden from his wife—and his wife
from his mistress—until he coldly disposed of one of
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them • The beautiful daughter of a State Department
official ran away from the privileged world she knew
and hitched a ride with a man she didn’t . . . with
fatal consequences • For months, a vicious, ragefilled serial rapist eluded police and terrorized
Seattle’s women—when would he strike next, and
how far would his violence escalate? • A criminal
known for his Houdini-like escapes is serving time
for murder in a botched robbery—now the convict is
being served dinner in a civilian’s home, where he
has one more trick up his sleeve • A long-lost
relative who came home to visit, leaving a bloody
trail through Washington and Oregon; no one
realized how dangerous he and his ladylove
were—until it was far too late. . . . With her ability to
translate the most complex cases into storytelling
“as dramatic and chilling as a bedroom window
shattering at night” (The New York Times), Rule
expertly analyzes the thoughts and deeds of the
sociopath, in this seventeenth essential Crime Files
volume.
TRUE CRIMEA Minnesota dog trainer is found dead
of an apparent suicide after detectives find her
details on a dark web murder-for-hire site. But who
paid $13,000 in Bitcoin to kill this devout Christian
and beloved wife and mother? An extraordinary tale
of infidelity, betrayal and a shadowy hitman who may
not be all he seems.?A Page-3 glamour model is
drugged, kidnapped and listed for sale on a dark
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web human trafficking site. A secret society called
Black Death demands a ransom for her safe return,
or else she will be sold to sadistic millionaires to use
before feeding to the tigers. ?True tales from the
dark side of the internet
Spanning murder cases from the beginning of the
twentieth century to today, this is a must-read for fans of
true crime and will also be compelling to mystery and
thriller readers. The contributors include Harold
Schechter, Katherine Ramsland, Carol Anne Davis, Burl
Barer, and other leading writers in this genre. In
February 1975, nine-year-old Marcia Trimble left her
house in Nashville to deliver Girl Scout cookies in the
neighborhood. She never returned. After a massive but
fruitless search, her body was discovered on Easter
Sunday. Outrage and horror gripped the community of
Nashville, but the murder investigation was frustrated at
every turn. The case went cold for three decades until it
was finally solved. In January 1997, Herbert Blitzstein
was found murdered in the living room of his Las Vegas
townhouse. A notorious mob insider, "Fat Herbie" had
pursued loan sharking and other rackets for decades.
Now, Blitzstein had been dispatched gangland style—by
three bullets to the back of the head—in what appeared to
be a classic contract killing. But the details of who killed
him and why turned out to be much more complicated,
and the real motives and circumstances remain murky to
this day. These are just two examples of the riveting
stories assembled in this unparalleled collection of some
of the top true-crime writers in the world. Each of the
seventeen contributors draws on his or her own
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strengths, backgrounds, interests, and research skills to
describe in a vivid narrative not only the facts of each
notorious case but also the terrible emotions and
macabre circumstances surrounding the crimes.
In this true crime anthology you'll learn about some of
the most shocking true crime cases that have happened
in the last forty years. You will find yourself thrust into a
world that is often depraved but always intriguing and
fascinating, leaving you wanting to read more. These
twelve cases, which span the globe, are a true testament
to the idea that crime comes in all shapes and
sizes.There are a number of themes in this volume,
including missing persons, road trips gone wrong, and
family annihilations. You will read about a case in New
Zealand where two young people celebrating the New
Year vanished without a trace never to be seen again,
yet a man was still put on trial for their murders. The
tragic case of Denise Pikka Thiem--a woman who went
on a world trip to find spiritual meaning but ended up
murdered--is also profiled in this book. The unfortunate
phenomenon of mass murder, particularly family
annihilation, is covered in two uniquely bizarre cases in
this book. In one case, a man claimed a voodoo demon
drove him to murder his family, while in another a man
dressed as Santa Claus attempted to murder an entire
family during the holiday season. Along with those cases
are several others that highlight the strange and
dangerous world of the modern criminal.After reading all
of the murder mysteries in this volume you will be left
wanting to read more.So sit back, relax, and open the
pages of this engaging true crime book to learn the
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secrets of some of the worst criminals to walk the earth
over the last forty years!
Eight True Crime Stories of Murder & Mayhem First
Book of the True Crime Case Histories Series (2019) A
quick word of warning. The true crime short stories within
this book are unimaginably gruesome. Most news
stories, television crime shows and true crime
documentaries tend to leave out the most horrible details
about murder cases simply because they are too
extreme for the general public. I have done my best to
include full details of these stories no matter how
sickening they may be. In these true crime stories you'll
find that truth really is more strange and vastly more
disturbing than fiction. In my first book as a true crime
author I've started with a few of the stories that have
haunted me for some time. Some of these stories are
unbelievable in their brutality while others are astounding
in the stupidity of the killers. You'll find a story of a
religious evangelical christian who would rather strangle
his wife and two young boys than lose his prominent job
with the church. Then there's the story of a man that fills
his wife's orifices with grease so she will be flammable
from the inside. There's the story of the small-town
doctor that goes through the unbelievable lengths of
performing surgery on himself to avoid going to jail for
raping his patients. Plus there're more stories of Serial
Killers terrorizing cities and crime scenes that bring
investigators and seasoned police to tears. This
collection of stories are from all around the globe and
have no common thread between them other than that
they are both thought provoking and disturbing. The
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stories included in this anthology are dark and creepy
and will leave you with a new understanding of just how
fragile the human mind can be. The stories include: Fred
Grabbe, James Patterson Smith, Dr. John
Schneeberger, Chris Coleman, Michelle Bica, Mary Bell,
Graham Dwyer, Lawrence Bittaker and Roy Norris (The
Toolbox Killers). Scroll up to get your copy True Crime
Case Histories Volume 2 is coming September 2019
featuring 12 more short stories of; True Crime, Murder &
Mayhem, Serial Killer Biographies, and True Murder
Case Files
A quick word of warning. The true crime short stories
within this book are unimaginably gruesome. Most news
stories, television crime shows and true crime
documentaries tend to leave out the most horrible details
about murder cases simply because they are too
extreme for the general public.
MURDERS THAT DEFY DETECTION. Discover the
stories behind some of the most infamous unsolved
murders of the last century, including the Black Dahlia,
the Zodiac Killer and the JonBenét Ramsey case.
Detailing essential evidence. Profiling key suspects.
Tracking police investigations. Sorting facts from
speculation.
12 True Crime Stories of Murder & MayhemFourth Book
of the True Crime Case Histories Series (2020)If you've
read the previous volumes of the True Crime Case
Histories series, you know that I like to start with a brief
word of warning. The stories included in this book are
truly depraved and shocking. They are not for the
squeamish. Many true crime television shows and news
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articles often leave out the gruesome details, simply
because they may be too much for the average viewer or
reader. With my books, I try not to leave out the details
no matter how vicious they may have been. My intention
is not to shock, but to provide a clear and accurate
description of some of the most evil minds of the world.
Though the stories are brief, I do my best to include
enough detail so that the reader can get a better look
into the demented mind of the killer.This volume features
twelve of the most incomprehensible stories of the last
sixty years. Trying to understand the motivation behind
murders like these can be an exercise in futility. But one
thing is for sure, - the stories in this volume will keep you
turning pages.Volume 4 features: longer stories, more
photos, three bonus chapters, and an online appendix
with additional photos, videos, and documents.In this
book you'll learn about a story that has haunted me since
I was a little kid growing up in southwest Washington. I
lived a normal American life where I could ride my bike
around my small town from dusk till dawn without a care
in the world. When I was twelve years old, a boy in my
neighborhood just a year older than myself disappeared
and was later found murdered. At the time I didn't know
many of the details, but after researching the story all
these years later and realizing that monsters like Tommy
RagA sampling of the additional stories include: The
Broomstick Killer: The Texas Penal System failed to
protect the people of Texas by releasing a brutal killer of
three teenagers. As a result he killed as many as eleven
more women.Body in the Bag: A young man obsessed
with the macabre listened to the voices in his head when
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his teenage girlfriend dumped him. Authorities found her
eight weeks later stuffed inside a duffel bag.The Copper
Gulch Killer: A sixteen-year-old prodigy child is found
with five gunshots from three different guns, but police
are convinced there was only one killer. Ten years later
crime scene evidence is found in an abandoned storage
locker.Zack and Addie: A young New Orleans couple are
featured in the New York Times when they refused to
leave their French Quarter home during Hurricane
Katrina. One year later they're both dead with body parts
found on the stove and in the fridge.The Incest Killer:
Katie Fusco learned she she was adopted when she was
eighteen. Within a year she was married to her biological
father and pregnant with his child. When authorities force
them apart, everybody dies.The Kicevo Monster: The
story of the newspaper reporter that kidnapped, tortured,
and butchered women that resembled his mother, then
wrote stories of the killings in his newspaper articles.Plus
five more disturbing stories.The stories in this volume are
revolting and disconcerting, but they're true. These
things really happen in the world. Though we will never
fully understand the criminal mind, at least we can be
better informed.Scroll up to get your copyTrue Crime
Case Histories Volume 5 is due out August 2020 and will
feature 12 more short stories of; True Crime, Murder &
Mayhem, Serial Killer Biographies, and True Murder
Case Files.
From the critically acclaimed author of Invisible City and
Conviction, The Missing Hours is a novel about
obsession, privilege, and the explosive consequences of
one violent act. From a distance, Claudia Castro has it
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all: a famous family, a trust fund, thousands of Instagram
followers, and a spot in NYU’s freshman class. But look
closer, and things are messier: her parents are
separating, she’s just been humiliated by a sleazy
documentary, and her sister is about to have a baby with
a man she barely knows. Claudia starts the school year
resolved to find a path toward something positive, maybe
even meaningful – and then one drunken night
everything changes. Reeling, her memory hazy, Claudia
cuts herself off from her family, seeking solace in a new
friendship. But when the rest of school comes back from
spring break, Claudia is missing. Suddenly, the whole
city is trying to piece together the hours of that terrible
night.
In the early 1940s, the city of Chicago was in the midst of
a one man crime wave. But this crime wave was unlike
any other in Chicago history. It was not perpetrated by a
seasoned gangster like Al Capone or sophisticated serial
killer like John Wayne Gacy: the offender in question
was an unassuming teenager named William George
Heirens. Before Heirens' crime spree was over, he
burglarized over 300 hundred homes and murdered
three innocent people. In this true crime murder book
you will learn the details of Heirens' rampage through the
city of Chicago and what drove him to become one of the
most disturbed psychopaths and sociopaths in the
annals of all true crime stories. At first glance, as an
American serial killer, Heirens may not appear as
formidable as others since he only claimed three victims.
He was also much younger the average serial killer and
was a nice looking young man when he was arrested.
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But the truly frightening aspect of Heirens' story is how a
seemingly normal child, with a stable home, can evolve
into a petty criminal and eventually to the status of serial
killer. A close examination of Heirens' life will reveal that
beneath the facade of normalcy lurked a vicious killer
waiting to be unleashed on the hapless citizens of
Chicago. This book will at times shock and disturb you,
but you will not be able to put it down once you read the
first page! Truly, you will see a youth who was well on his
way to becoming a killer at an early age. So sit back and
prepare to enter the mind of a truly disturbed youth as
you read this unique Chicago serial killer's biography."
A bookworm teenager is brutally attacked by a vengeful
author after she gives him a scathing review. She could
never have known that his book was a fictionalised
confession of years of pathological stalking of a young
woman whose mistake was to smile at him. ?A young
Hollywood starlet enjoys rising fame on a smash-hit
sitcom, unaware that her greatest fan is an unhinged
teenager hell-bent on meeting his crush? until she films a
love scene and his adoration turns into a quest to see
her punished.?A 15-year-old boy is surprised when MI6
approaches him online with a direct order from the
Queen to work as a spy. His exciting new life takes a
deadly turn when his girlfriend is kidnapped and he is
ordered to kill his best friend?Dark Webs Book 3 takes
you into the twisted world of stalkers and the devastating
impact their obsessions can have on their victims
Eastern North Carolina is a land of contrasts, and its
crime stories bear this out. A lovelorn war hero or a
stalker? Conniving wife or consummate homemaker?
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Murder or suicide? The answers can be as puzzling as
the questions. Mystery author Cathy Pickens details an
assortment of quirky cases, including a duo of poisoning
cases more than one hundred years apart, a band of folk
hero swamp outlaws, sex swingers and a couple of
mummies. Each story has, in its way, helped define
Eastern North Carolina and its history.
While some would say that American serial killer Cary
Stayner was influenced by family tragedy - his alreadytroubled family was shattered when his brother was
abducted for seven years and held as a sex slave before
his heroic return inspired the miniseries "I Know My First
Name Is Steven" - in reality, Cary Stayner's true crime
story is much more ominous. The handsome, outdoorsy
guy with a love for marijuana, nude beaches and the
Sierra Nevada mountain range where he once spotted
Bigfoot had been harboring fantasies of brutally killing
women years before his brother's abduction turned the
Stayner family upside down. And in the annals of
historical serial killers, Stayner's story stands out,
because for months he made one of the most beautiful
places on earth a nightmare for women when California's
majestic Yosemite National Park became his own devil's
playground, and he finally found himself unable to control
his long-suppressed urges. Because he didn't look
menacing, the man one FBI agent compared to actor
Tom Laughlin in "Billy Jack" was able to gain the trust of
his victims, and three vacationing women who were
staying at the lodge where he lived and worked during
the busy tourist season and a nature-loving teacher who
help kids become stewards of the land she loved made
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that fatal mistake before they were savagely, sadistically
murdered. The biography of serial killer Cary Stayner
and his psychopathic crime spree leaves spine-tingling
chills, because as far as the outside world was
concerned, he was a fairly normal guy who found himself
uncontrollably compelled to kill. Stayner has been on
death row in California's famed San Quentin for more
than 10 years, but for the families of his victims, no
punishment is just enough to make up for the vibrant
lives Stayner took, making him one of the most depraved
American serial killers in contemporary history.
12 True Crime Stories of Murder & Mayhem Fourth Book
of the True Crime Case Histories Series (2020) If you've
read the previous volumes of the True Crime Case
Histories series, you know that I like to start with a brief
word of warning. The stories included in this book are
truly depraved and shocking. They are not for the
squeamish. Many true crime television shows and news
articles often leave out the gruesome details, simply
because they may be too much for the average viewer or
reader. With my books, I try not to leave out the details
no matter how vicious they may have been. My intention
is not to shock, but to provide a clear and accurate
description of some of the most evil minds of the world.
Though the stories are brief, I do my best to include
enough detail so that the reader can get a better look
into the demented mind of the killer. This volume
features twelve of the most incomprehensible stories of
the last sixty years. Trying to understand the motivation
behind murders like these can be an exercise in futility.
But one thing is for sure, - the stories in this volume will
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keep you turning pages. Volume 4 features: longer
stories, more photos, three bonus chapters, and an
online appendix with additional photos, videos, and
documents. In this book you'll learn about a story that
has haunted me since I was a little kid growing up in
southwest Washington. I lived a normal American life
where I could ride my bike around my small town from
dusk till dawn without a care in the world. When I was
twelve years old, a boy in my neighborhood just a year
older than myself disappeared and was later found
murdered. At the time I didn't know many of the details,
but after researching the story all these years later and
realizing that monsters like Tommy Ragan A sampling of
the additional stories include: The Broomstick Killer: The
Texas Penal System failed to protect the people of
Texas by releasing a brutal killer of three teenagers. As a
result he killed as many as eleven more women. Body in
the Bag: A young man obsessed with the macabre
listened to the voices in his head when his teenage
girlfriend dumped him. Authorities found her eight weeks
later stuffed inside a duffel bag. The Copper Gulch Killer:
A sixteen-year-old prodigy child is found with five
gunshots from three different guns, but police are
convinced there was only one killer. Ten years later
crime scene evidence is found in an abandoned storage
locker. Zack and Addie: A young New Orleans couple
are featured in the New York Times when they refused to
leave their French Quarter home during Hurricane
Katrina. One year later they're both dead with body parts
found on the stove and in the fridge. The Incest Killer:
Katie Fusco learned she she was adopted when she was
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eighteen. Within a year she was married to her biological
father and pregnant with his child. When authorities force
them apart, everybody dies. The Kicevo Monster: The
story of the newspaper reporter that kidnapped, tortured,
and butchered women that resembled his mother, then
wrote stories of the killings in his newspaper articles.
Plus five more disturbing stories. The stories in this
volume are revolting and disconcerting, but they're true.
These things really happen in the world. Though we will
never fully understand the criminal mind, at least we can
be better informed.
It is no secret that true crime murder stories are not for
the faint of heart. They can lead you to double-check
your windows and doors at night, and question
everything you thought or believed about human nature.
Yet they are intriguing and fascinating at the same time.
What is it that makes us different from those who take
the lives of others? That is a question that many ask
themselves, and these true crime stories help to identify
the method and psychology behind some of the most
terrifying killers in modern history. This set includes three
true crime books, volumes 1-3, and each is filled with a
variety of true crime murder cases, including spree killers
and massacres, some of which are yet to be solved. You
are taken through the background of the story, the
murders, and the criminal investigations that took place.
Some pages will be difficult to read, due to the emotion
behind them. Yet you will be unable to stop reading,
turning page after page. Each true crime anthology in
this collection will leave you to ponder whether the
perpetrators of these crimes were really monsters. When
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you learn of the background of these killers, the age-old
question of whether a serial killer is born to kill will be at
the forefront of your mind. Explore the stories behind the
murders in these True Crime volumes, the anger, the
horror, and the sadism, inflicted by each killer. Feel for
the victims, their families, and the investigators who had
to deal with each case. And don't be surprised if you
have to sleep with the light on.
FINALIST FOR THE J. ANTHONY LUKAS BOOK PRIZE
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Named One of The Best
Books of 2020 by NPR's Fresh Air * Publishers Weekly *
Marie Claire * Redbook * Vogue * Kirkus Reviews * Book
Riot * Bustle A Recommended Book by The New York
Times * The Washington Post * Publisher's Weekly *
Kirkus Reviews* Booklist * The Boston Globe *
Goodreads * Buzzfeed * Town & Country * Refinery29 *
BookRiot * CrimeReads * Glamour * Popsugar *
PureWow * Shondaland Dive into a "tour de force of
investigative reporting" (Ron Chernow): a "searching,
atmospheric and ultimately entrancing" (Patrick Radden
Keefe) true crime narrative of an unsolved 1969 murder
at Harvard and an "exhilarating and seductive" (Ariel
Levy) narrative of obsession and love for a girl who
dreamt of rising among men. You have to remember, he
reminded me, that Harvard is older than the U.S.
government. You have to remember because Harvard
doesn't let you forget. 1969: the height of counterculture
and the year universities would seek to curb the unruly
spectacle of student protest; the winter that Harvard
University would begin the tumultuous process of
merging with Radcliffe, its all-female sister school; and
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the year that Jane Britton, an ambitious twenty-threeyear-old graduate student in Harvard's Anthropology
Department and daughter of Radcliffe Vice President J.
Boyd Britton, would be found bludgeoned to death in her
Cambridge, Massachusetts apartment. Forty years later,
Becky Cooper a curious undergrad, will hear the first
whispers of the story. In the first telling the body was
nameless. The story was this: a Harvard student had had
an affair with her professor, and the professor had
murdered her in the Peabody Museum of Archaeology
and Ethnology because she'd threatened to talk about
the affair. Though the rumor proves false, the story that
unfolds, one that Cooper will follow for ten years, is even
more complex: a tale of gender inequality in academia, a
'cowboy culture' among empowered male elites, the
silencing effect of institutions, and our compulsion to
rewrite the stories of female victims. We Keep the Dead
Close is a memoir of mirrors, misogyny, and murder. It is
at once a rumination on the violence and oppression that
rules our revered institutions, a ghost story reflecting one
young woman's past onto another's present, and a love
story for a girl who was lost to history.
The Night Caller, The Nedlands Monster, and Eric Edgar
Cooke, are the names used to describe one of the most
brutal serial killers in Australian History. Over the space
of 5 years, he not only murdered 8 people, he also
attempted to murder 14 others, because he just wanted
to hurt people. Was he crazy? Nobody was safe from
Eric Edgar Cooke. He was an opportunistic killer,
selecting victims randomly. Whoever crossed his path
during those hot humid nights would fall victim to his
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variety of killing methods. You were not safe in your
homes, or walking down the road at night. This serial
killer biography will delve into the life and eventual
execution of Eric Edgar Cooke, the last man hanged for
murder in Perth, Western Australia. The deeds of Eric
Edgar Cooke created fear and horror in the people of
Perth. The true accounts from the survivors will show
you how they lived through this Australian true crime. If
you are a lover of serial killers true crime, you will be
enthralled by this investigative book. You will discover
how it is that he could get away with his crimes for so
long. Why is it that the detectives thought he was just a
likeable rogue and petty thief? Discover how one man
could change the lives of an entire town and become a
bogeyman character for decades after his death. True
crime murder doesn't get more complexing or
bewildering as the story of Eric Edgar Cooke.
Muchnick lays bare the murder-suicide of Chris Benoit,
his wife Nancy, and their seven-year-old son, Daniel.
The Benoit murder-suicide in 2007 was one of the most
shocking stories of that year in any realm, and a seminal
event in the history of wrestling. Featured on episode
SE7ENTEEN of the My Favorite Murder Podcast "Irvin
Muchnick is hell-bent on discovering the essence of the
cover-ups, the nuts and bolts of the investigations..."-Wrestling Observer "The Ultimate Historical Edition"
extends the 2009 true crime account by connecting it to it
to someone who was then a bit player in the wrestling
world: Donald Trump. A new introduction reflects on
Trump's business ties to WWE's McMahon family, how
wrestling "attitude" came to define the populist,
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demagogic Trump presidency, and their similar scandal
management playbooks. Muchnick -- the author of
Wrestling Babylon and a co-author of Benoit: Wrestling
with the Horror That Destroyed a Family and Crippled a
Sport --drilled down deep into public records and
interviewed dozens of witnesses, inside and outside
wrestling, to put together the authoritative account of the
events of the gruesome June 2007 weekend in Fayette
County, Georgia, during which World Wrestling
Entertainment superstar Chris Benoit murdered his wife
Nancy and their seven-year-old son Daniel, before
proceeding to kill himself. But this book goes beyond the
crime itself to answer some of the most important
questions behind it. The biography of Benoit, a wrestler's
wrestler, makes it clear that his tragedy was a
microcosm of the culture of drugs and death behind the
scenes of one of North America's most popular brand of
sports entertainment. The author probes the story of the
massive supplies of steroids and human growth hormone
found in his home -- all prescribed by a "doctor to the
stars" who got indicted by the U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration, and all dismissed by a WWE "wellness
policy" that promoted everything except its talent's
wellness. The Benoit case led to unprecedented scrutiny
of wrestling's overall health and safety standards, by
Congressional investigators and others, and this book is
the primary source of what they found and what they
should continue to look for.
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